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ISO files are the images of the files that are extracted format of the complete CD or DVDs. These
are commonly used to burn the files on the compact and digital disks and to backup CDs and DVDs
completely.

Why ISO files are used? The straightforward and simple answer is that it is a simple approach to
copy a DVD or compact disk wholly that may include bootable setup or an auto run files on the hard
disk of the computer to make copies of the same optical media and to extract all the contents n the
hard disk of the computer to backup and to share the DVDs using your computer.

If you have a setup or bootable disk and want to create same copies on multiple disks, you can
extract it to make an ISO file that you can burn as it is as the DVD was that is used to make ISO file
using your operating systemâ€™s default (provided) burner tool.

The ISO files are easy to share on the internet, and you can also find ISO images of your required
DVDs or CDs on the internet to download like Windows and other bootable contents. Videos that
are available in the form of compact disks and digital disks that include the media player and auto
run files are also required to be compressed in the ISO format.

You may have downloaded these ISO files or may be provided by your friends or family members.
You can use the same format to share the DVD of your family event using internet with a family
member who is at a distant location from you. You may also have downloaded your favorite newly
released music DVDs in the ISO image format.

To play the ISO images, you have two possible options one is to burn the image file on DVD, and
other is to extract or convert the image file into some other playable format. A DVD burning solution
is limited to play the videos on the DVD player and on the personal computer via inserting the DVDs
in the ROM. To play these videos on the media player of your choice without inserting disk, or want
to play the same videos on the portable and hand held devices you are required to convert the ISO
images into playable format.

AVI stands for Audio Video Interleaved that is a container format for the videos. It is developed by
the Microsoft Corporation in the flexible framework that made it famous and supported on most of
the media player application either for the windows users or for the Mac platform users.

You can convert ISO to AVI format for the videos to play on the default media player of Windows
and on IRIVER media player of the Mac devices. These converted videos can easily be played on
the Blackberry hand held device. ISKYSOFT provides you a convertor tool that is a professional
utility program to convert ISO to AVI. You can use this convertor tool for playing your videos on
multiple platforms with ease.
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playable format. For both purpose you need a ISO to AVI convert software.
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